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Meteorites falls and finds
• If any part of the event leading to the delivery of a meteorite to Earth
was witnessed, it is called a fall. All other meteorites are called finds.
• The clearing-house of meteorites is the Meteoritical Society, which
maintains the Meteoritical Bulletin Database (MBD).
• Up end of 2018, there are 60779 registered meteorite names.
• There are registered 1174 falls.
• Damaging falls: a fall that directly impact human beings or their
belongings (house, car, but not pavement).
• There are 105 reports of damaging falls from XVIII century until
present.

A lot of funny anecdotes

The number of reports
Internet?
Telegraph?
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~1/4 of the reported
meteorite falls are damaging
ones

In the last 12 years there has been 95 reports of falls and 27 of damaging falls, implying a rate of 7.9 and 2.3 reports per
year, respectively.
We do not expect a large increase in the number of reported falls and damaging falls, since the numbers have not
dramatically change in the last decades, in spite of the improvements in communications.

How many meteorite falls are per year?
• 29 % of the surface of the Earth is covered by land (CIA, 2017)
• Urban land is defined as “areas dominated by built environment (>50%),
with minimum mapping unit > 1 km2.”
• Urban land (computed from satellite images) is 0.13% of the total area of
the Earth, and 0.44 % of the area covered by land. (Schneider et al., 2009)
• ~55% of the Earth’s population lives in urban areas (UN 2014).
• The urban land corresponds to a large fraction of the area where there are
witnesses of a fall.
• There is no estimate of the total area actually covered by buildings.

How many meteorite falls are per year?
Total Number of falls per year =

Number of falls in urban land
Fraction of urban land

• 7.9/0.0013 ≈ 6100 meteorite falls per year over the entire Earth
• and 7.9/0.0044 ≈ 1800 over the land.
• Halliday (1984) estimated 4100 meteorite falls over the Earth, based on
photographic observations of fireballs and estimates of the delivered mass using
meteor physics laws (several assumptions).

• Our values are 50% higher (with far less assumptions)

• The fraction of damaging falls as a proxy for the fraction of the urban land covered by
buildings.
Area covered by buildings
Number of damaging falls
≈ 1/4
≈
Area covered by urban land

Number of registered falls

Meteor showers

Meteor showers are formed by particles released by a
comet. Small particles spread around the nominal
orbit due to non-gravitational effects.

The mean clear-sky hourly meteor rate throughout
the year, based on data from CAMS (Cameras for
Allsky Meteor Surveillance)

Note the peaks with values
several times over the
background
Jenniskens 2016

Is there any meteorite streams?
Meteor shower ≠ Meteorite stream
• Meteorite stream: a group of meteorites sharing a similar orbit
• Meteorite falls are produced by at least a few tons meteoroid (larger 1m).
• A few tons meteoroids are not affected by small particles nongravitational forces: radiation pressure and Poynting-Roberston effect.
• Yarkovsky effect works in long-time scale.
• Recent Meteorite streams (if they exist) should be very compact

Why meteorite streams are relevant?
• If a meteorite stream exists, there should be a distribution of
meteoroids with similar Earth-crossing orbits.
• An ensemble of hazardous objects.
• A much bigger one (hundred of m or km-size object) could exist.
• A dedicated search could be performed to look for the stream
members (e.g. Micheli & Tholen 2015).

Databases to look for meteorite streams
• IAU Meteor showers database: look for asteroidal orbits (~40)
• Meteorites with photographic orbits
• Meteoritical Bulletin Database
• Fireballs:
• American Meteor Society
• US Government Sensors

Using the Meteoritical Bulletin Database
• 1032 falls with confirmed dates (the students went
through every record and checked the literature)
• 60 % of the falls are in s XX & XXI

Meteor showers

Meteorite falls: a Poisson process
• A Poisson point process has the property that each point is
stochastically independent to all the other points in the process.
• Valid for counting the occurrences of random events at a certain rate.
• The probability that the number of events N(t), in a finite interval of
length t, equals n is given by the Poisson distribution:
𝜆𝑡 C FGH
𝑃 𝑁 𝑡 =𝑛 =
𝑒
𝑛!
• 𝜆 is the mean rate of events per interval t (e.g. number of falls per day or
deg)

Meteorite falls: a Poisson process
The data was fitted with a Poisson
distribution with
𝜆 = 2.89O.PQ
L.MN per deg.
All the data points are within the
error bars.
The meteorite falls occur
randomly throughout the year.
• CAVEAT: The reports have a 1-day resolution, but a correction for the
time difference has not been introduced.

Meteorite falls with a running mean

No peaks in
the tail

Poisson statistics can not be applied because the data points are not independent

Conclusions
• ~6100 meteorite falls per year over the entire Earth, and ~1800 over the
land.
• There are several ~40 meteor showers with asteroidal
orbits.
• There is no clear indication of an excess in the
distribution of falling meteorites and fireballs with
date or solar longitude.
• Heavily populated meteorite streams do not exist.
• There is no particular date of the year to be outdoors
with a helmet.
There is no preferred date for Doomsday!

